Saint Pius X Catholic Church
Granger, Indiana
For persons needing low-gluten hosts at St. Pius X; Procedures as of
November 2010
Get your own pyx -- Divine Mercy Gifts a good source & owner is a parishioner:
Divine Mercy Gifts
320 Dixie Way North (1/2 mile north of Notre Dame on SR 933)
phone:574-277-1400
Put your name on the inside top cover so when the pyx is open Father can see whose it is
Put a mark of some sort on the outside so in case two persons have the same style pyx
you'll know whose is whose (akin to marking luggage you're going to check on an
airplane)
Get your own supply of low-gluten hosts and keep them at home (they need to be stored in
the freezer). Best source is:
Benedictine Sisters Altar Bread Department
31970 State Highway P; Clyde, MO 64432
Phone: 800-223-2772 Website: www.benedictinesisters.org
The item you should order is "Low Gluten Peoples Breads;" a bag of 20 low-gluten hosts is
$5.15.
When coming to Mass, bring your pyx with the portion of a host you will receive in it.
Be sure to arrive at Mass at least 10 minutes early.
Put your pyx with the host in it on the CHALICE tray;
the pyx should be OPEN so your name and the contents are visible.
Make sure the sacristan knows that you have put your pyx on the tray.
When you come up to receive communion, come up only in the Celebrant's communion
line; wherever you sit, come around so you can come up in this line.
When it is your turn to receive, the Celebrant will hand you your pyx; step to the side,
open the pyx, and consume your host right there. Close the pyx and take it with you to
your seat, and then home with you so you are ready to repeat the procedure the next time
you come to Mass.
Contact person for questions:
Lori Davey. Phone: 574-247-9636. Email: LoriLDavey@sbcglobal.net
Persons using this procedure as of November 2010: Connie Adams, Lori Davey, Dave
Keck, Mary Beth McGrath, Kim Miller, Mike Shaul, Nick Williams
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